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1

INTRODUCTION

Between 1982 and 2012, Moldex spent approximately $18 million 

marketing earplugs in a distinctive shade of green and sold more than 1.6 billion 

pairs.  ER943-45, 768.  In 2009, McKeon began selling a nearly identical shade of 

earplugs, and a year later set out to persuade Walmart to replace Moldex’s green 

earplugs with McKeon’s on Walmart’s shelves.  ER949.

The district court erred in curtailing Moldex, at the summary-judgment 

stage, from seeking redress for McKeon’s trademark infringement.  A central goal

of trademark law is to “assure a producer that it (and not an imitating competitor) 

will reap the financial, reputation-related rewards associated with a desirable 

product.”  Au-Tomotive Gold, Inc. v. Volkswagen of Am., Inc., 457 F.3d 1062, 1067 

(9th Cir. 2006) (internal quotes omitted).  To be sure, trademark law should not 

“inhibi[t] legitimate competition by allowing a producer’s mark to control a useful 

product feature.” Id. (internal quotes omitted). But in the case of a trademarked 

feature (such as color) that concerns visual appearance and is not essential to the 

product’s function, that concern is addressed by the aesthetic-functionality test: a 

mandatory and dispositive inquiry into whether a sufficient number of alternatives 

to the trademarked feature exist, such that affording trademark protection will not 

impede competition.  Thus, in Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Prods. Co., 514 U.S. 159 

(1995), where the green-gold color of dry-cleaning pads had the function of 
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2

“avoid[ing] noticeable stains,” id. at 166, yet that function (unlike the function of 

pressing clothes) was not “essential to [the] product’s use or purpose,” id. at 165, 

the Supreme Court applied the aesthetic test:  “whether its use as a mark would 

permit one competitor (or a group) to interfere with legitimate (nontrademark-

related) competition through actual or potential exclusive use of an important 

product ingredient,” id. at 170.

Similarly here, the functionality of Moldex’s distinctive green color shade is 

its appearance to observers, and that appearance is not essential to the use or 

purpose of the earplugs (i.e., to block sound).  Accordingly, the aesthetic test 

applies, and eligibility for trademark protection turns on whether a sufficient 

number of color shades exist that competition will not be hindered by protecting 

Moldex’s particular green shade. 

The district court never conducted that inquiry under the appropriate 

summary-judgment standard.  Summary judgment should have been denied 

because Moldex adduced ample evidence of alternative shades that reasonable 

jurors could conclude are just as (or more) visible against human skin as Moldex’s 

distinctive green shade.  Below are just some of the alternative bright shades (in

the green, yellow, and orange Pantone® color families) to the Moldex and 3M

trademarked shades:
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See http://www.pantone.com/pages/pantone/colorfinder.aspx.  
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McKeon’s own expert conceded that certain green shades could provide a 

“functional advantage” over Moldex’s.  ER551-52.  And there are many additional 

alternative shades in other color families (such as blue, orange, purple and red), 

and still other combination possibilities like swirl patterns.  Br. 9-12.  Thus, here, 

just as in a similar Eighth Circuit case, “[i]t is highly improbable that every 

distinguishable color shade has already been selected and would be subject to 

trademark protection. … [G]ranting summary judgment at this early stage with 

regard to such a factual issue is improper.”  Master Distribs., Inc. v. Pako Corp., 

986 F.2d 219, 225 (8th Cir. 1993).

McKeon unpersuasively seeks to avoid application of the aesthetic test.  

Many of the lower-court authorities it cites actually support Moldex because they 

correctly applied the aesthetic test, even while ruling, on the specific facts 

presented (distinct from the summary-judgment record here), that competition 

would be hindered by affording trademark protection.

Lacking a persuasive response to the rule that the existence of numerous 

alternative color shades prevents a court from finding one shade functional, or to

Moldex’s application of that rule to the record here, McKeon argues that the 

judgment should be affirmed on alternative grounds.  McKeon is incorrect.

First, McKeon is not entitled to summary judgment based on a lack of 

secondary meaning in Moldex’s Green Color Mark, an issue the district court 
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declined to reach.  Secondary meaning is a totality-of-the-circumstances inquiry 

and may be shown in any of several ways.  Even aside from Moldex’s survey

evidence, Moldex adduced ample other evidence to survive summary judgment,

including that its use of the Green Color Mark has been exclusive and continuous 

for more than 30 years, competitors’ and consumers’ acknowledgements of 

secondary meaning in the mark, and substantial sales and look-for type advertising 

of earplugs bearing the mark.  As to Moldex’s survey, it correctly focused on 

Moldex’s rather than McKeon’s prospective purchasers.

Second, McKeon is likewise not entitled to summary judgment based on a 

lack of confusion between Moldex’s distinctive green earplugs and McKeon’s 

nearly identically colored earplugs, an issue the district court again declined to 

reach.  McKeon’s argument is largely predicated on its secondary-meaning 

argument and thus fails for the same reasons.  In any event, given survey evidence 

that 35% of potential purchasers were actually confused by the color of McKeon’s 

and Moldex’s earplugs, jurors could easily find a likelihood of confusion.
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ARGUMENT

I. MOLDEX DID NOT WAIVE THE ARGUMENT THAT THE 
EXISTENCE OF ALTERNATIVE COLOR SHADES REQUIRES A 
FINDING OF NON-FUNCTIONALITY

Quoting a single excerpt from Moldex’s brief below,1 McKeon argues (Opp. 

18-19) that Moldex waived the argument that the aesthetic test applies here.  

McKeon is incorrect.

As an initial matter, the snippet quoted by McKeon cannot plausibly be 

construed to waive Moldex’s reliance on the aesthetic test or its mandatory inquiry 

into color-shade alternatives.  To the contrary, Moldex emphasized that “cases 

relating to ‘aesthetic’ functionality are relevant and instructive to ‘utilitarian’

function because the test for it is subsumed by the test for ‘aesthetic’

functionality.”  ER696 (bold in original).  The “subsumed” formulation is 

consistent with Au-Tomotive Gold, which described both the utilitarian test and the 

aesthetic test under the umbrella of one “functionality doctrine.”  457 F.3d at 1067.

Even if that excerpt were unclear, Moldex explicitly preserved its argument 

elsewhere in the same brief.  For example, Moldex argued, relying on Au-Tomotive 

Gold, that, “‘[s]ince other colors are equally usable, functionality did not defeat 

[trademark] protection.”  ER712 (quoting Au-Tomotive Gold, 457 F.3d at 1070).  

And McKeon clearly understood Moldex both to be relying on aesthetic-

                                                
1   To be precise, the brief was a “joint brief”; each party had its own sections.
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functionality case law and, relatedly, to be arguing that the availability of 

alternative color shades prevents a finding of functionality.  Specifically, McKeon 

responded that “[t]he Au-Tomotive Gold case cited by Moldex … is inapposite as 

that case involves aesthetic functionality,” ER710, and “[t]he existence of 

alternative colors is irrelevant once functionality has become evident due to any of 

the other factors,” ER715.

Finally, even assuming arguendo that Moldex failed to advance the 

argument below, this Court should nevertheless address it because whether the 

aesthetic test applies to a color that is not essential to the product’s function is a 

pure legal issue, and the parties put in substantial evidence below (including expert 

reports and declarations, ER50, 1082) concerning the availability of alternative 

color shades. See, e.g., Armstrong v. Schwarzenegger, 622 F.3d 1058, 1068 n.4

(9th Cir. 2010).

II. THE AESTHETIC TEST APPLIES HERE AND MANDATES A 
FINDING OF NON-FUNCTIONALITY IF NUMEROUS 
ALTERNATIVE COLOR SHADES ARE AVAILABLE

First, Moldex explained (Br. 18-19) that the aesthetic test, rather than the 

utilitarian test, applies when assessing eligibility for trademark protection of a 

product feature whose function is a matter of visual appearance and is not essential 

to the use or purpose of the product.  See Qualitex, 514 U.S. at 165-66, 171 (where 

green-gold color of dry-cleaning pads had the function of “avoid[ing] noticeable
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stains,” yet that function was not “essential to [the] product’s use or purpose,”

aesthetic test applied). That is the case here because Moldex’s distinctive green 

shade is visible against skin, yet visibility is not essential to the function of the 

earplugs (i.e., to block sound).  Indeed, color is a core category of product features

subject to the aesthetic test because color’s function is a matter of visual 

appearance and is seldom essential to the use of the product as a whole.  See Br. 20 

(explaining that three of the four precedents discussed by Au-Tomotive Gold

regarding the aesthetic test involved color marks).  

Second, Moldex demonstrated (Br. 19-20, 22-23) that, under the aesthetic 

test, unlike the utilitarian test, the existence of a sufficient number of alternative 

color shades requires a finding that the trademarked color shade is non-functional.

In Fabrication Enters., Inc. v. Hygenic Corp., 64 F.3d 53 (2d Cir. 1995), the 

Second Circuit, citing Qualitex, endorsed these points, reversing a district court’s 

grant of summary judgment because “[t]he standard applied below does not take 

into account the fact that a color or color code, even one that contributes to the 

function of the product, may be protected under the Lanham Act unless the costs to 

competition of precluding competitors from using the color are too high,” id. at 58.

1. McKeon resists (Opp. 20-21) that Moldex’s Green Color Mark is 

subject to the aesthetic test, but McKeon fails to address Fabrication Enterprises 
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or the cases collected in Au-Tomotive Gold that support that conclusion, and 

McKeon’s cases do not substantiate its contrary view.

Talking Rain Beverage Co. v. South Beach Beverage Co., 349 F.3d 601 (9th 

Cir. 2003), did not involve a trademark of a color, but rather of a bottle design (and 

moreover a design that did not concern visual appearance and was essential to the 

bottle’s function), and thus is inapposite here.  

Several of McKeon’s other cases actually support Moldex insofar as they 

applied the aesthetic test, not the utilitarian test.  In re Orange Communications 

Inc., 41 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1036 (TTAB 1996), for example, observed that “[t]he 

question is, of course, whether there is a competitive need for color to remain 

available in the trade.” Id. at 1041. Although application of the aesthetic test 

resulted in a finding of functionality in the particular circumstances of these cases

(none involving earplugs) due to the absence of a sufficient number of alternative 

colors, that does not dictate the same result here, especially in view of the 

summary-judgment posture of this case and the fact that numerous other decisions

have applied the aesthetic test to find color marks non-functional.  See Point III, 

infra.

Dippin’ Dots, Inc. v. Frosty Bites Distrib., LLC, 369 F.3d 1197 (11th Cir. 

2004), involved the unusual situation where, unlike here, color was found to be 

essential to the use of the product as a whole.  The product was frozen ice cream 
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“dots,” and color was essential to indicate the flavor of the particular dot for the 

benefit of the eater.  See id. at 1203-04 (“The color is functional because it 

indicates the flavor of the ice cream, for example, pink signifies strawberry, white 

signifies vanilla, brown signifies chocolate, etc.”).  Although the court did not 

explicitly discuss its rationale for choosing the utilitarian test, it apparently did so 

based on its understanding of the specific colors being essential to the function of

this specific product (i.e., to indicate the flavor of ice-cream).  Even so, the court

also described the dots’ color as an “‘aesthetic function’” and applied the aesthetic 

test, finding a lack of sufficient alternative colors to indicate ice-cream flavor and 

thus ruling that “precluding competitors … from copying … would eliminate all 

competitors in the flash-frozen ice cream market.”  Id. at 1203 n.7.

There remains In re Howard S. Leight & Assocs., Inc., 39 U.S.P.Q.2d 1058 

(TTAB 1996), which did involve earplugs, and Baughman Tile Co. v. Plastic 

Tubing, 211 F. Supp. 2d 720 (E.D.N.C. 2002), which did not.  These decisions

erred in applying the utilitarian test.  In Howard S. Leight, unlike in Orange 

Communications (which was issued several months after Howard S. Leight and did

properly apply the aesthetic test), the Trademark Trial and Appeals Board 

(“TTAB”) ended its inquiry after determining that “brightly colored earplugs … 

are more readily visible and that such visibility aids in monitoring for employee 

compliance with health and safety regulations.  Thus, the bright color of 
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applicant’s earplugs is de jure functional.”  39 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1060.  The TTAB 

failed to ask, under the aesthetic test, whether there exist a sufficient number of 

“bright color[s]” or color shades that granting trademark protection to the coral 

earplugs at issue would not inhibit competition.2  The Baughman court made the 

same error, applying the utilitarian test to a color mark and thus ruling that,

“[s]ince the evidence demonstrates that the yellow coloring [of fence-capping 

tubing] is functional, the fact that other colors reflect heat or are more visible then 

black becomes irrelevant.” 211 F. Supp. 2d at 725.3  

But in this Circuit and elsewhere, the availability of alternative color shades

must be considered, and a sufficient number of them requires a finding of non-

functionality.  See Au-Tomotive Gold, 457 F.3d at 1072 (aesthetic test “inquires 

whether protection of the feature as a trademark would impose a significant non-

reputation-related competitive disadvantage”); Fabrication Enters., 64 F.3d at 59 

(“a court must examine … the feasibility of alternative [color] designs that would 

not impair the utility of the product”) (emphasis added); Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. 

                                                
2   Howard S. Leight also conflicts with the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office’s 
decision to grant registered color trademarks for bright yellow and bright pink 
earplugs as recently as last year.  See Moldex Br. 10-11.
3   Even in so holding, Baughman recognized “tension among the federal courts as 
to when the availability to competitors of functionally equivalent designs should be 
considered, and what kind of weight such availability should be afforded.”  Id. at 
724 n.5.  In fact, there is more uniformity than tension; as the cases cited in text 
demonstrate, the case law overwhelmingly is contrary to Baughman.
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v. Beautone Specialties Co., 82 F. Supp. 2d 997, 1001 (D. Minn. 2000) (“the 

availability of similarly beneficial alternative colors is the critical consideration in 

determining whether canary yellow is functional or not”).   

2. McKeon also tries to escape the aesthetic test by arguing that it 

applies only to a narrow subset of products, namely those where “‘the 

‘attractiveness and eye-appeal’ of the design is the primary benefit that consumers 

seek’ in purchasing the product.’”  Opp. 9 (quoting Au-Tomotive Gold, 457 F.3d at 

1068 (quoting Pagliero v. Wallace China Co., 198 F.2d 339, 343 (9th Cir. 1952)).  

But the quoted portion of Au-Tomotive Gold merely described Pagliero; it did not

purport to set the bounds of the aesthetic test.  Numerous precedents confirm that 

the aesthetic test applies to a color trademark even if the usefulness of the color lies 

in something other than “attractiveness.”  For example, viewers of the colored dry-

cleaning pads in Qualitex were surely not appreciating the color for its own sake, 

but were taking comfort in the non-stained appearance of the pads and thus the 

impression that no stains would rub off on clothing.  See 514 U.S. at 166.  

Similarly, in SLB Toys USA, Inc. v. Wham-O, Inc., 330 Fed. App’x 634 (9th Cir. 

2009) (unpublished), the trademark holder’s yellow water-slide toy was not 

necessarily (or primarily) visually attractive, but rather served the purpose of

“stand[ing] out against green grass,” id. at 636, and hence guiding users toward the 

slide and away from the dry grass where they might sustain injury.  And in 
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Fabrication Enterprises, the color scheme of exercise bands was useful not for the 

visual attractiveness of the bands, but rather “to identif[y] the resistance level of 

each band.”  64 F.3d at 61.

III. REASONABLE JURORS COULD FIND THAT SUFFICIENT 
ALTERNATIVE COLOR SHADES ARE AVAILABLE SUCH THAT 
COMPETITION WILL NOT BE INHIBITED BY PROTECTING 
MOLDEX’S GREEN COLOR MARK

Moldex explained (Br. 22-23) that the district court never applied the 

aesthetic test, instead holding (under the utilitarian test) that, “because the first 

three factors [of the utilitarian test] support a finding of functionality, the existence 

of alternative [colors] alone is insufficient to negate functionality.”  ER9.  While 

the district court did discuss the number of alternative colors in the context of one 

non-dispositive factor of the utilitarian test, that discussion was infected by the 

court’s mistaken inquiry into whether Moldex was entitled to a directed verdict

(such that the facts must be construed in McKeon’s favor), rather than whether 

McKeon was entitled to summary judgment (such that the facts must be construed 

in Moldex’s favor).  See Br. 26-27.  Applying the appropriate summary-judgment 

standard, Moldex demonstrated (Br. 24-26) that there are ample alternative color

shades to Moldex’s Green Color Mark, and therefore reasonable jurors could find 

the mark non-functional.

McKeon provides no defense of the district court’s erroneous inquiry into 

whether Moldex was entitled to a directed verdict, rather than whether McKeon 
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was entitled to summary judgment. 4   The arguments McKeon does make are 

unpersuasive.   

1. McKeon, like the district court (ER9-10 n.7), relies on a treatise to 

dismiss Moldex’s expert testimony and the possibility that different shades of a 

particular color count as available alternatives.  See Opp. 23 n.2 (“‘Some courts 

blithely assume that because there are hundreds of scientifically identifiable 

shades, consumers can distinguish between them to identify hundreds of different 

commercial sources by fine variations in shade and that therefore colors will never 

be ‘depleted’ and no one will be confused.’”) (quoting J. THOMAS MCCARTHY,

MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS & UNFAIR COMPETITION § 7:45.70 (4th ed.) 

(“MCCARTHY”)); ER9-10 n.7 (district court’s quotation of MCCARTHY).  But 

McKeon ignores that MCCARTHY carefully frames this view as merely the 

“Author’s Opinion”; acknowledges that Qualitex, 514 U.S. at 168-69, rejected the

argument that color shades should not be protected because there are too few 

shades that are distinct from one another; and recognizes that several lower courts 

                                                
4   That Moldex will bear a preponderance-of-the-evidence burden of proving non-
functionality at trial (see Opp. 10 n.7) does not support the district court’s inquiry 
into whether Moldex was entitled to a directed verdict (rather than whether 
McKeon was entitled to summary judgment).  While the burden-allocation at trial 
informs application of the summary-judgment standard, it does not displace the 
principle that all reasonable inferences must be resolved in favor of the non-
movant.  See, e.g., Austin v. McNamara, 979 F.2d 728, 733-34 (9th Cir. 1992).   
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have held that hundreds of color shades are potentially available.  See MCCARTHY

§ 7:45.70.5

Those courts include the Eighth Circuit in Master Distribs. Inc., a case 

involving a trademark of an aquamarine blue shade of tape used in the processing 

of film.  986 F.2d at 220.  The plaintiff sued the defendant for trademark 

infringement after the defendant produced its own tape in a nearly identical shade.  

Id. at 220-21.  The district court (pre-Qualitex) granted summary judgment to the 

defendant on the ground that color cannot be protected as a trademark.  Id. at 220.  

The Eighth Circuit reversed.  As to the concern that consumers will be unable to 

distinguish between color shades, the Eighth Circuit found this no different from 

the “close and difficult questions” that “[t]riers of fact must often answer.”  Id. at 

223.  Turning to the summary-judgment record, the Eighth Circuit found it “highly 

improbable that every distinguishable color shade has already been selected and 

would be subject to trademark protection.”  Id. at 225.  Accordingly, “granting 

summary judgment at this early stage with regard to such a factual issue is 

improper.”  Id.; see also Fabrication Enters., 64 F.3d at 61 (summary judgment 
                                                
5   The district court erred in considering MCCARTHY at all because it is hearsay 
and the prerequisites to a hearsay exception were not met:  The relevant treatise 
section was not “called to the attention of an expert witness upon cross 
examination or relied upon by the expert witness in direct examination.”  Fed. R. 
Evid. 803(18); see, e.g., Wik v. Shelton, No. CV. 07-1726-HA, 2009 WL 2163529, 
at *1 (D. Or. July 17, 2009) (refusing to consider treatise on summary judgment 
because Fed. R. Evid. 803(18)’s prerequisites not satisfied); Lee v. Gurney, No. 
3:08CV161, 2011 WL 2681225, at *2 n.4 (E.D. Va. July 8, 2011) (same).   
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could not be granted due to “genuine issues of fact” on whether the function of 

“the color sequence employed by Hygenic[‘s exercise bands] … [to] identif[y] the 

resistance level of each band … may be achieved by alternative means”); DAP 

Prods., Inc. v. Color Tile Mfg., Inc., 821 F. Supp. 488, 495 (S.D. Ohio 1993) 

(“There are a myriad of colors and shades available for products today that were 

certainly not available in the past.”); 1 TRADE DRESS PROTECTION § 7.13 (2d ed.) 

(“The Pantone Matching System (PMS) color standards guide contains a thousand 

or more different shades of color.”).

The apparent tension between decisions like Master and the MCCARTHY 

treatise is not one that can be resolved as a matter of law.  Rather, whether 

alternative color shades exist that are distinct in the consumer’s eye from each 

other and from the trademarked shade is a factual question that should be decided 

by the trier of fact on the evidence presented in each particular case.  As another 

treatise correctly explains, “[t]he lower courts will need to decide shade confusion 

issues as they arise in the future. Expert testimony, and the PMS standards, should 

be utilized when appropriate.” 1 TRADE DRESS PROTECTION § 7.13.  The district 

court below preempted that inquiry by failing to view the evidence in the light 

most favorable to Moldex.

3.  Here, reasonable jurors could easily find that there exist ample 

alternatives to Moldex’s Green Color Mark that competition will not be hindered 
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by upholding Moldex’s mark.  Moldex’s opening brief discussed the panoply of 

color earplugs already on the market, several of which (purple, pink, blue, and 

orange) indeed are sold by McKeon.  See Br. 24-25; SLB Toys, 330 Fed. App’x at 

635-36 (“SLB’s successful use of bright orange on its own slide … defeats its 

argument that yellow is the only color that stands out against green grass or evokes 

the appropriate aesthetic response.”).

McKeon protests that only “bright green, yellow and orange are the best 

colors for overall visibility and conspicuity” (Opp. 24),6 but McKeon ignores the 

evidence that, even considering only these three color families, a multitude of 

distinct shades are not yet trademarked and hence are available to competitors.  See 

supra, at 3.  That evidence includes McKeon’s National Sales Manager’s 

admission that there are many green shades and other colors available besides 

Moldex’s Green Color Mark that would serve the function of being easily visible 

by an observer.  See ER1024-25 (Moldex’s distinctive green shade “isn’t the only 

fluorescent green available”); ER1025 (“it’s possible that there’s another shade of 
                                                
6   Elsewhere, McKeon suggests a different color palette:  “State laws require 
‘yellow-green,’ ‘bright lime green’ and ‘hunter safety green’ as one or a few color 
options for apparel or safety vests to be worn while hunting or working on a road.”  
Opp. 13.  Initially, McKeon appears to acknowledge that color shades (not just 
broad families of colors like “green” or “yellow”) should be considered 
protectable.  More importantly, McKeon does not explain how state laws 
concerning “apparel or safety vests to be worn while hunting or working” 
necessarily translate to earplugs, especially where McKeon claims “not [to] market 
its earplugs to industrial buyers.”  Opp. 13.  At bottom, McKeon’s argument is a 
factual one for the jury, not a basis for summary judgment.  
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fluorescent or neon green that would be as effective as the Snore Blockers bright 

green”).  Similarly, McKeon’s expert conceded that other green shades would 

provide a “functional advantage” over Moldex’s green.  ER551-52.  While 

McKeon may dispute Moldex’s interpretation of this testimony (see Opp. 14), that 

dispute again must be resolved by the jury after trial, not by the district court on 

summary judgment.

4.  McKeon’s cases are inapposite.  Disc Golf Ass’n, Inc. v. Champion 

Discs, Inc., 158 F.3d 1002, 1007 (9th Cir. 1998) (Opp. 14) applied the utilitarian 

test to a non-color trademark, and thus its statement that “a mark or feature need 

only provide some utilitarian advantage” to qualify as functional is inapplicable 

here, where the inquiry is whether there are a sufficient number of alternative 

colors.  Howard S. Leight (Opp. 15-16), is admittedly the closest case factually 

because it involved earplugs (and found a coral-colored earplug functional).  But 

the TTAB there erred in failing to apply the aesthetic test, to discuss Qualitex, or to 

consider the availability of color shades.  See supra, at 10.  Moreover, the TTAB 

was acting in its role as fact-finder and evaluating the evidence in that case; its 

decision cannot control decision on the record of the instant case at the summary-

judgment stage.

While most of McKeon’s remaining cases (Opp. 20-21) did apply the 

aesthetic test, see supra, at 8-10, they are even further afield from Howard S. 
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Leight because they did not involve earplugs and were decided upon different 

factual records than the one here.  Moreover, in at least one case, unlike here, color 

shades (as opposed to broad families of color) were apparently not available, thus 

reducing the universe of available alternatives.  See Sportvision, Inc. v. 

Sportsmedia Tech. Corp., No. C 04-03115 JW, 2005 WL 1869350, at *6 (N.D. 

Cal. Aug. 4, 2005) (cited at Opp. 21) (“yellow was easier to manipulate so that the 

networks could adjust the color to the unique lighting and field characteristics of 

each game”) (emphasis added).  

IV. EVEN UNDER THE UTILITARIAN TEST, THE DISTRICT COURT 
ERRED IN GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT THAT 
MOLDEX’S GREEN COLOR MARK IS FUNCTIONAL

Moldex explained (Br. 28-35) that, even under the utilitarian test, reasonable 

jurors could find the Green Color Mark non-functional.

First, although the utilitarian test does not treat the availability of alternative 

designs as a dispositive factor precluding functionality, it remains one 

consideration.  Here, this factor weighs in favor of non-functionality, especially at 

the summary-judgment stage, for the reasons explained above.

Second, as to Moldex’s advertising, McKeon does not dispute that this factor 

is not dispositive in favor of finding functionality.  Specifically, McKeon does not 

address Clamp Mfg. Co. v. Enco Mfg. Co., 870 F.2d 512 (9th Cir. 1989), in which 

this Court affirmed summary judgment in the plaintiff’s favor of non-functionality 
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despite “advertising [that] heavily, if not exclusively, touted the utilitarian aspects 

of the product,” id. at 516.

Third, as to the relative cost of manufacturing Moldex’s distinctive green 

earplugs, McKeon concedes that the cost of manufacturing colored earplugs is 

essentially the same regardless which color is used, and therefore “this factor [at 

worst] should be regarded as neutral on the issue of functionality.”  Opp. 17.  

McKeon also cannot credibly dispute that color earplugs inherently cost more and 

are more difficult to manufacture than non-colored earplugs since color dye must 

be added during the manufacturing process.            

Finally, as to whether Moldex’s distinctive green earplugs serve some 

function, Moldex conceded that they do (visibility against skin), but explained that 

this factor should receive less weight because the function in question is incidental

to the earplugs’ essential function and purpose to block sound.  But even if the 

“utilitarian advantage” factor strongly favors a finding of functionality, the four 

factors point in conflicting directions and hence could be weighed by reasonable 

jurors to support a finding of non-functionality.
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V. MCKEON IS NOT ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT BASED 
ON LACK OF SECONDARY MEANING OR LACK OF CONFUSION

McKeon advances two proposed alternative grounds for affirmance, but 

neither is persuasive at the summary-judgment stage.7

A. Reasonable Jurors Could Find Secondary Meaning In The Green 
Color Mark 

“Secondary meaning can be established in many ways, including (but not 

limited to) direct consumer testimony; survey evidence; exclusivity, manner, and 

length of use of a mark; amount and manner of advertising; amount of sales and 

number of customers; established place in the market; and proof of intentional 

copying by the defendant.”  Filipino Yellow Pages, Inc. v. Asian Journal Publ’ns, 

Inc., 198 F.3d 1143, 1151 (9th Cir. 1999).  The presence or absence of any 

category is not dispositive of whether a trademark has secondary meaning.8  

Moldex has adduced substantial evidence from which reasonable jurors 

could find secondary meaning in the Green Color Mark, including: (1) more than 

30 years continuous and exclusive use of the mark with earplugs, ER628, 760; (2) 

sales of more than 1.6 billion earplugs bearing the mark, ER765-68, 942-46; (3) at 

                                                
7   This Court may prefer to have the district court address these issues on remand 
in the first instance.  See, e.g., U.S. Auto Parts Network, Inc. v. Parts Geek, LLC, 
692 F.3d 1009, 1021 (9th Cir. 2012) (reversing grant of summary judgment and 
remanding for district court to consider issues it previously declined to reach).
8   See Ninth Circuit Model Jury Instructions, Instruction 15.10 (“The presence or 
absence of any particular factor should not necessarily resolve whether [the 
trademark] has acquired secondary meaning.”). 
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least $17.9 million highlighting the mark, id.; (4) consumer declarations 

acknowledging the mark has secondary meaning, ER18-29; (5) survey evidence 

demonstrating at least 28% of respondents identify earplugs with the mark as 

coming from a single source and 55% of those individuals identifying the source as 

Moldex, ER69-70; (6) survey evidence demonstrating a high actual confusion 

between McKeon’s and Moldex’s earplugs which also supports the existence of 

secondary meaning, ER108-109, 112; (7) enforcement of the mark against 

competitors that have attempted to use the mark and those competitors’

acknowledgement and agreement not to contest the mark, ER761-62, 650-52; and 

(8) McKeon’s copying Moldex’s mark to divert sales; ER942-946.  McKeon

ignores most of this evidence, and its other arguments have no merit.

1. Survey Evidence Reliably Demonstrates Secondary Meaning In 
Moldex’s Green Color Mark 

McKeon’s primary approach to secondary meaning is to criticize Moldex’s 

survey evidence.  But the critique is unfounded.  

1. McKeon contends (Opp. 30) that the survey by Moldex’s expert, Mr. 

Gelb, should be ignored because he surveyed Moldex’s prospective purchasers

instead of McKeon’s.  However, belying its criticism, McKeon’s own expert, Dr. 

Jacoby, instructed McKeon consistent with the law that, to assess secondary 

meaning in this case, “we have to test prospective purchasers of Moldex/Pura-Fit 

ear plugs (not defendant’s ear plugs) ... we would be soundly criticized for doing 
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in-person interviews of lay consumers.”  ER1453 (emphasis added).  Indeed, this 

Court has long held that the relevant universe of respondents is the plaintiff’s

prospective purchasers.  See Vision Sports, Inc. v. Melville Corp., 888 F.2d 609, 

615 (9th Cir. 1989) (“A plaintiff’s trade dress acquires secondary meaning when 

the purchasing public associates the dress with a particular source.  The factors to 

be assessed in determining secondary meaning include: whether actual purchasers 

associate [plaintiff’s] trade dress with [the at issue] products ….”) (citation 

omitted).  

Gucci America, Inc. v. Guess?, Inc., 831 F. Supp. 2d 723, 749 (S.D.N.Y. 

2011), upon which McKeon relied below, correctly framed the problem with 

McKeon’s criticism:

The problem with [McKeon’s] argument ... is that confusion surveys 
and secondary meaning surveys are designed differently … .  First, 
confusion surveys and secondary meaning surveys do not measure the 
same universe of respondents.  Second, confusion surveys ask 
respondents about the source of the junior user’s product, whereas 
secondary meaning surveys ask respondents about the source of the 
senior user’s product.  

Id. at 749 (emphasis added).    

Consistent with the law and Dr. Jacoby’s instruction to McKeon, Mr. Gelb 

surveyed Moldex’s prospective principal purchasers.  As much as 97% of 

Moldex’s prospective principal purchasers are industrial buyers.  ER662.  McKeon 
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markets and sells earplugs in both industrial and retail markets.  See infra, 30-31.9  

Mr. Gelb’s survey demonstrated that at least 28% of Moldex’s prospective 

principal purchasers identify earplugs with the Green Color Mark as coming from 

a single source, and 55% of those individuals identified the source as Moldex.  See

ER69-70.  

Reasonable jurors could find secondary meaning exists in Moldex’s mark 

based on this survey alone.  “[A 30% recognition figure is] still probative of the 

issue of secondary meaning ... which raises material questions of fact.”  Thomas & 

Betts Corp.v. Panduit Corp., 138 F.3d 277, 295 (7th Cir. 1998); see also, e.g.,

Centaur Comms. Ltd. v. A/S/M Comms, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 1105, 1111 (S.D.N.Y. 

1987) (22%); Aerus LLC v. ProTeam, Inc., No. 05CV1065-B, 2007 WL 5587945 

at *3 (S.D. Cal. April 12, 2007) (22%); Zatarains, Inc. v. Oak Grove Smokehouse, 

Inc., 698 F.2d 786, 795 n.8 (5th Cir. 1983) (23%).  

2. McKeon also argues (Opp. 30-31) that Mr. Gelb’s survey should be 

ignored because it allegedly focused on buyers who had been “regularly” exposed 

to Moldex’s advertisements.  In fact, Moldex spent less than $49,000 in advertising 

over eight years in the magazine from which it obtained a list of prospective 

principal purchasers to conduct its survey (which is modest compared to Moldex’s 

at least $17.9 million in advertising expenditures directed to the mark).  ER944-45, 
                                                
9   Marketing overlap is analyzed only in the likelihood-of-confusion test.  See 
AMF, Inc. v. Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d 341, 348 (9th Cir. 1979).  
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1053.  McKeon argues that Moldex’s respondents were swayed by this advertising

(Opp. 31) but there is no such evidence, only attorney argument, and in any event 

the issue must be resolved by the trier of fact.  

McKeon’s reliance (Opp. 31-32) on Brooks Shoe Mfg Co. v. Suave Shoe 

Corp., 533 F. Supp. 75 (D. Fla. 1981), is misplaced.  In Brooks Shoe, the court 

found that a survey had little value because it failed to meet every factor identified 

by the Fifth Circuit for survey reliability, not just an imperfect universe.  Id. at 79-

80.  Moreover, the court acknowledged problems with the survey universe would

require only that the recognition rate be lowered, not that the survey be dismissed.  

Id. at 80.  

Here, even assuming arguendo that McKeon’s criticisms of Moldex’s

survey are valid, they go to weight.  See Prudential Ins. Co. v. Gibraltar Fin. 

Corp., 694 F.2d 1150, 1156 (9th Cir. 1982) (“Technical unreliability goes to the 

weight accorded the survey, not its admissibility.”); Wendt v. Host Int’l, Inc., 125 

F.3d 806, 814 (9th Cir. 1997) (refusal to allow jury to consider survey was “abuse 

of discretion”).  

2. Moldex’s Non-Survey Evidence Supports A Finding Of
Secondary Meaning In The Green Color Mark

Apart from survey evidence, Moldex submitted other independent evidence, 

which, on its own, provides a more than adequate basis to support a jury finding of 
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secondary meaning. See, e.g., Am. Scientific Chemical, Inc. v. Am. Hosp. Supply 

Corp., 690 F.2d 791, 793 (9th Cir. 1982).  

1. “[P]roof of copying strongly supports an inference of secondary 

meaning.”  See Vision Sports, 888 F.2d at 615.  Here, McKeon marketed its 

infringing earplugs as a replacement to Moldex’s green earplugs at Walmart and 

even considered changing their name to be nearly identical to the tradename used 

with Moldex’s earplugs sold at Walmart.  See ER949, 344-366, ER1554

(identifying Moldex brandname Flents as competitor at Walmart).  These facts 

give rise to an inference that McKeon recognized that the Green Color Mark has 

secondary meaning and intended to deceive consumers by copying it.

2. McKeon does not dispute that Moldex has exclusively and 

continuously used its mark for more than 30 years, ER628, 760, which likewise 

weighs heavily in favor of finding secondary meaning.  See Transgo, Inc. v. Ajac 

Transmission Parts Corp., 768 F.2d 1001, 1016 (9th Cir. 1985) (upholding verdict 

of secondary meaning based in part on “duration of exclusive use”).

3. McKeon also does not dispute that Moldex has committed substantial 

resources to promote and sell earplugs bearing the Green Color Mark.  ER765-68, 

942-46.  From 1982 to 2012, Moldex sold more than 1.6 billion pairs of earplugs 

bearing the mark.  Id. In that same period, Moldex spent at least $17.9 million 

promoting its Green Color Mark with earplugs.  Id. Moldex’s extensive promotion 
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and sales success, when combined with its exclusive use, are sufficient to establish 

secondary meaning.  See Clamp Mfg. Co., 870 F.2d at 517 (“Evidence of use and 

advertising over a substantial period of time is enough to establish secondary 

meaning.”).

McKeon’s contention (Opp. 28) that Moldex does not have “look-for”

advertising is belied by the record and the law.  There are no special words 

required for ads to support secondary meaning, they simply must feature the mark 

prominently.  See First Brands Corp. v. Fred Meyer, Inc., 809 F.2d 1378, 1383

(9th Cir. 1987) (“[T]he advertising and promotional activities must involve ‘image 

advertising,’ that is, the ads must feature in some way the trade dress itself”).  As 

shown below, Moldex’s look-for “ads ... have an oversized image of a green ... 

plug that is standing out from the ad in green [and it] is the equivalent of saying, 

‘Look for this color when you want our plug.’”  ER1045-48, 765.  One 

representative ad is depicted below:  
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ER1451.
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McKeon’s comparison (Opp. 27) of Moldex’s green earplugs to Firestone’s 

black tires is also unpersuasive.  Consumers do not recognize Firestone’s tires 

because they are black nor do they buy black tires believing them to be Firestone

tires.  Unadorned black tires are not distinctive or recognizable in any way.  By 

contrast, Moldex’s consumers do recognize the Green Color Mark as a symbol of 

Moldex earplugs and buy them believing they are Moldex earplugs because of 

their specific green color.  Indeed, Moldex has customer declarations 

acknowledging secondary meaning in the mark. ER764, 18-29.

4. Moldex has also undertaken substantial efforts to ensure its exclusive 

use in the mark by policing third-party use of the mark, ER761-62, another 

consideration supporting a finding of secondary meaning.  C.f. Clamp Mfg. Co., 

870 F.2d at 517. These efforts have led to each infringer (with the exception of 

McKeon thus far) to stop infringing and acknowledge Moldex’s mark.  ER761-62, 

650-52, 1465-1541.

5. Moldex’s expert also opined that a “high level of source confusion [in 

this case] indicates that the green color used by Moldex has secondary meaning.”  

ER112.  This evidence is properly considered in assessing secondary meaning.  See 

Adray v. Adry-Mart, Inc., 76 F.3d 984, 987 (9th Cir. 1995).
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While McKeon may dispute all of the above evidence, reasonable jurors 

could find this evidence supports secondary meaning in Moldex’s mark alone or in 

combination with Moldex’s survey.

B. Reasonable Jurors Could Find A Likelihood Of Confusion From 
McKeon’s Sales of Earplugs In An Identical Shade Of Green

McKeon’s argument on likelihood of confusion is predicated on a finding of 

no secondary meaning.  Opp. 34 (“McKeon exclusively sells its earplugs to retail 

consumers for personal use. Those consumers do not associate the bright green 

color with a single source. Thus, as a matter of law, McKeon’s use of the color 

cannot have created confusion.”). 10   Thus, because McKeon’s argument on 

secondary meaning fails for the reasons explained above, its argument on 

likelihood of confusion also fails. 11   In any event, McKeon’s argument on 

likelihood of confusion is without merit.

Courts analyze confusion using the eight-factor Sleekcraft test.  See 

Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d at 348.  This test is a fact-intensive one on which courts 

                                                
10    McKeon’s suggestion that its secondary meaning survey is relevant to 
confusion is mistaken since secondary meaning is not evidence of confusion.  
MCCARTHY § 15:11.  McKeon’s survey is also fatally flawed.  See ER1411-1422.  
11   Levi Strauss & Co. v. Blue Bell, Inc., 778 F.2d 1352 (9th Cir. 1985) and 
Chrysler Corp. v. Vanzant, 44 F.Supp. 2d 1062, 1081-1083 (C.D. Cal. 1999) (Opp. 
35-36) are inapposite.  Both cases address whether secondary meaning in one 
product can support a finding of secondary meaning in an entirely different 
product.  Here, there is only one product, Moldex’s earplugs, and as explained 
above, reasonable jurors could find secondary meaning in Moldex’s mark.
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disfavor the entry of summary judgment.  Clicks Billiards Inc. v. Sixshooters, Inc., 

251 F.3d 1252, 1265 (9th Cir. 2001).  McKeon does not address the Sleekcraft

factors, other than strength of the mark in the context of secondary meaning, and 

most point clearly to a finding of likelihood of confusion here.

1. The similarity of the images below clearly show, there is a likelihood 

of confusion between Moldex’s and McKeon’s green earplugs.  

ER692; see Dr. Seuss Enters. v. Penguin Books USA, Inc., 109 F.3d 1394, 1404 

(9th Cir. 1997) (“proof of likelihood of confusion ... [can be based on] a judicial 

comparison of the conflicting marks themselves”).  

2. The parties’ markets overlap in retail markets (even though, as noted 

above, Moldex focuses primarily on industrial buyers).  ER654-57, 769.  The 

parties’ markets also overlap on the Internet and are in close proximity insofar as 

they are sold on the same websites.  ER655; see http://www.amazon.com/Moldex-

6800-Pura-Fit-Disposable-Plugs/dp/B0015TBGR6/ and http://www.amazon.com

/Macks-Snore-BlockersTM-Ear-Plugs/dp/B002N3H8PW/ (both last accessed Nov.

8, 2013); First Franklin Fin. Corp. v. Franklin First Fin., Ltd., 356 F. Supp. 2d 

1048, 1052 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (“Because both parties maintain websites and solicit 
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business via the Internet, however, the overlap in marketing channels weighs in 

plaintiff’s favor.”).  There is also post-sale overlap in both recreational and 

industrial uses.  ER608-09, 769-70.  McKeon has acknowledged its desire to 

expand in the industrial market where Moldex makes the bulk of its sales.  ER960-

61; 980-981.  McKeon has also indicated that it intends to expand its infringing 

product lines by solicit funding for this litigation from Moldex’s competitors, 

describing the suit as an opportunity to deal “a major blow” to Moldex and obtain 

“new business supplying McKeon with bright green earplugs.” ER1462.  

3. A reliable survey of McKeon’s prospective purchasers indicated likely 

confusion as to the source of the earplugs.  Specifically, the survey found that 35% 

of McKeon’s prospective purchasers were confused by the color of McKeon’s and 

Moldex’s earplugs.  ER108-09, 112.  McKeon did not commission its own

confusion survey.  ER661-62.  Given this survey result, summary judgment is 

improper.  See, e.g., Re/Max Int’l Inc. v. Help-U-Sell Inc., 20 U.S.P.Q.2d 1945, 

1946 (C.D. Cal. 1991) (“[m]uch lower rates [than 28% confusion] have been found 

to be ‘strong evidence’ of likelihood of confusion”); Thane Int’l, Inc. v. Trek 

Bicycle Corp., 305 F.3d 894, 902 (9th Cir. 2002) (“Survey evidence may establish 

actual confusion.”), superseded by statute on other grounds.  
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4. Earplugs are not expensive.  As such, purchasers are not expected to 

exercise a high degree of care in selecting earplugs, and yet the survey results here 

are nevertheless high.  See Au-Tomotive, 457 F.3d at 1077.  

5. As explained above, McKeon attempted to imitate Moldex’s mark.  

See Binder v. Disability Group, Inc., 772 F. Supp. 2d 1172, 1176 (C. D. Cal. 2011) 

(finding “a strong likelihood of confusion” where marks were “identical” and there 

is evidence of copying).  
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CONCLUSION

The judgment should be reversed.
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